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WOMEN: 5 BASIC BODY TYPES
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The five traditional body types are often defined as fruits (how charming right?): the pear, 
apple, strawberry, banana (see also: carrot, string bean), and the peanut.

So, since the fruit/food thing isn’t super flattering and really doesn’t truly describe a woman’s body, 
let’s break it down this way - it’s much simpler:

● Bigger on top (curves on top)
● Bigger on bottom (curves on bottom)
● Bigger in the middle (curves in the middle)
● Straight up and down (very few curves)
● Proportional/Hourglass (equal curves on both sides)
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How to Take Measurements
Women

1. Bust - measure across the widest part of your bust
2. Waist - go for the smallest part of your waist (this is usually at or a 

few inches above your belly button)
3. Hips - measure across the widest part of your hips / butt
4. Inseam - measure from your crotch to the bottom of the foot 

(floor)
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BIGGER ON TOP

Bigger on top (larger bust) - Since your top half is more full than 
your bottom half, we want to emphasize the bottom and 
de-emphasize the top! You can do this by choosing:

TOP: 
Here she is balancing printed 
bottoms with a white top and 
adding a scarf to draw 
attention up. She also has her 
top tucked in, giving a waist.

LEFT:
The fitted style of the dress 
emphasizes her waist, the 
v-neck is flattering without 
being revealing, and the 
length + heels helps her 
proportions.

● Prints or colors on the bottom! 
Wide-legged pants. Skirts with some 
flare to them - these will draw 
attention to your bottom half. 

● For the top half: Choose tops with a 
deep scoop or v-neck to help 
de-emphasize your larger top half. 
This sounds counterintuitive - but by 
completely covering up your chest, 
you are actually making it look 
bigger. Just be wary of cleavage!

● Accessories: scarves and dangling 
earrings can be a great way to draw 
attention to your face and not bust

● Avoid: tons of prints up top!
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BIGGER ON BOTTOM

Bigger on bottom (bigger hips) - Here you want to emphasize, add interest 
to, or draw attention to your top half and put less attention on your bottom. 
Wear things like:

● Try to keep things slim or 
dark/muted below the waist - 
solid colors, sleek jeans (no 
whiskers or weird pockets please!). 
You can 100% wear white jeans 
(remember, breaking the rules!) but 
make sure the top has interest in 
order to balance it out - try stripes, 
or ruffles, or a fun print.

● For the top: Add light volume and 
interest such as bright prints, bright 
colors, scarves, jackets with collars, 
etc. on top. Jackets should be your 
new best friend!

● Accessories: A long necklace can 
be great here because it can draw 
attention to your waist and create a 
slimming effect.

● Avoid: Lots of prints or details on 
the bottom half, wide leg pants 
unless balanced with a heel.

TOP: The printed, sheer blouse 
with the necktie brings your 
attention up towards her face. 
Black jeans de-emphasis her lower 
half.

LEFT: A printed top tucked in to 
black pants is a great way to 
balance but the addition of the 
jacket tops it off by giving even 
more layers to round out the look 
and balance her body type.
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BIGGER IN THE MIDDLE

Bigger in the middle (bigger stomach) - Here, you want to define a waist 
where it’s harder to see and balance your top and bottom. Look for things 
where:

● For bottoms: Look for wider pants to help 
balance. Skinny jeans can work with the 
right top and layers up top - but look for 
high rise and balance with a cool shoe.

● For tops: V-neck or scoop neck styles will 
draw the eye down towards your waist. 

● Avoid: tent style or baggy clothes! This 
will make you look larger. Low rise jeans- 
higher rise will help hold in the stomach.

● Other tips:
○ You can add a belt to dresses or 

pants to create more definition - this 
is more of a style choice than 
function.

○ Single button jackets - more than 
three buttons will add extra bulk.

○ Fit + flare, A-line or wrap dresses 
will be great - creates visual 
emphasis on top half while defining 
waist and balance the bottom.

TOP: The printed top is balanced 
with the wider legged pant and 
the waist sash helps create that 
visual ⅓ and ⅔ line for the eye.

LEFT: The dramatic v-neck and 
wide waist band work together to 
draw the eye to a created waist. 
The dramatic flare of the skirt 
helps balance her shoulders, 
which are also accentuated with 
the halter style top.
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STRAIGHT UP AND DOWN

Straight up and down (aka, very few curves) - with this body type, 
your hips, waist, and bust have nearly identical measurements. So, 
we’re putting our fashion magic to good use with these tips:

● For the bottom: go with peplums, ruffles, 
wide legged pants or flared skirts. The idea 
is to create visual interest or “fake” hips.

● For the top: Look for extra volume up top 
with details like structured shoulders, deep 
necklines, color blocking, prints or strategic 
seaming.

● Accessories: Scarves, belts, earrings and 
necklaces can all be great for defining 
features and drawing the eye to where you 
want it to go - up to the face or to the 
waist..

● Others tips:
○ Fabrics that are fitted can help hug 

curves and using belts can provide 
extra visual definition.

○ Look for slightly more structured 
fabrics as they can help create 
curves where there are none.

TOP: The shape of the bustline 
gives her curves and the details on 
the bottom half of the dress also 
give some illusion of hips.

LEFT: The structured jacket gives 
shape up top, while the flared pants 
balance out. The scarf also added 
interest and helps pull the eyes up 
towards her face.
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PROPORTIONATE

Proportional (bust + hips mostly equal) - proportional doesn't 
always mean slim, and the biggest issue women can fall into here is 
to wear loose clothing. The best bet for flattering this body type is to 
wear:

● Bottoms: Rock prints or solids! Most types 
of pants can work, but something with a 
slight flare (ankle/crop or boot) can work 
depending on your height and shoe height.

● Tops: Rock prints or solids! But avoid 
super loose or flowy pieces - it will hide 
your shape.

● Accessories:Look for things that will draw 
attention up, like a dangling earring, or a 
long pendant necklace to define the waist. 
Belts are awesome for defining a waist.

● For dresses: Wrap, A-line or fit and flare 
dresses are great for defining your waist 
and highlighting curves in a professional 
way.

● Avoid: Avoid tent-like or loose clothing 
items as they will obscure your waist. Look 
for things that are well tailored / fit close to 
your body without being overtly sexy. 

TOP: The dress creates a natural 
waist with the black band and while 
it’s all over printed, it presents a 
balanced silhouette. 

BOTTOM: Again, her dress has a 
black band to define the waist, but 
the shoulders go out slightly, 
balancing with the flared skirt shape 
and the v-neckline is flattering.
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VISUAL ILLUSIONS
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REAL CLIENT PHOTOS

CLIENT PROFILE:

Bigger on top, petite + very busty and 
larger tummy

Her style and body challenge? 
● Loves patterns and always wore 

them on the top
● Her body type indicates patterns 

up top will make her bigger and 
that’s proven by these photos!

Solution: 
Wear patterns on the bottom, use 
scoop or v-neck to draw the eye 
down, go with longer tunic style tops, 
wide-legged pants

L and R: 
prints up 
top 
emphasize 
broad 
shoulders, 
making her 
look super 
off balance

Switch the 
prints! 
Wear on 
bottom to 
balance out
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REAL CLIENT PHOTOS

CLIENT PROFILE:

Bigger on bottom, tummy - just had a 
baby

Her style and body challenge? 
● Out of date clothing
● Larger tummy
● Lack of styling “tricks”

Solution: 
Instead of super fitted dresses which 
highlight trouble areas, go with overall 
patterns which downplay and look for 
pieces that can help direct the eye.

Always tuck or half tuck tops to create 
the illusion of a waist (right photo).

BEFORE

AFTER
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REAL CLIENT PHOTOS

CLIENT PROFILE:

Bigger on bottom but broad shoulders 
+ petite 

Her style and body challenge? 
● Measurements say she is bigger 

on bottom, but due to broad 
shoulders, she appears larger up 
top

● Petite - 5’2”!

Solution: 
Use layers and/or belts to direct the 
eye down to the waist; scarves to 
direct eye up to face

All black is always slimming! V-neck 
tops draw the eye down away from 
the largest part of the body

STYLE 
TRICKS

STYLE 
TRICKS
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REAL CLIENT PHOTOS

CLIENT PROFILE:

Bigger on bottom, gained weight

Her style and body challenge? 
● Pear shaped, so hips are bigger 

than bust

Solution: 
Use layers + accessories to draw 
attention to face.

Never wear prints on bottom! Always 
prints up top, plus the tuck!

L: Prints 
on bottom 
make her 
look bigger
R: layer for 
interest, 
draw eyes 
up

L: prints on 
top to draw 
eye up, 
balance out 
hips. R: 
Add a 
blazer and 
statement 
necklace to 
draw eye 
up. 
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REAL CLIENT PHOTOS

CLIENT PROFILE:

Bigger on bottom, petite, size 8-10

Her style and body challenge? 
● Pear shaped, so hips are bigger 

than bust, but has defined waist 
● Busy
● Needed style tips

Solution: 
Jacket length matters, especially 
when you are petite! Cropped jackets 
typically work best

Fit + flare style dresses balance body 
type naturally

Jackets - L: 
shorter 
cropped 
jacket defines 
the waist 
more than the 
pink cardigan 
on R

Shoe choice - 
both outfits are 
cute, but the 
leopard print 
are focus 
pulling, nude 
elongates leg

L: Contrast 
color defines 
waist, 
necklace pulls 
eye up. R: 
Longer jacket 
works here 
with pants, 
scarf pulls 
eye up
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MEN: 5 BASIC BODY TYPES
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How to Take Measurements
Men

1. Neck (measure just below adam’s apple. add 1/2” for comfort. 
round up to nearest half inch) 

2. Arm (measure from center of back of neck, over shoulder, down 
arm to wrist)

3. Chest (measure underneath armpits, across nipples, relax arms 
at side) 

4. Waist (right under navel) 
5. Hips (widest part of seat) 
6. Inseam 

The next three slides include samples from a style plan sent to a real male 
client. You’ll see his body type detailed, along with what to wear / not wear 
based on his measurements. There are also suggestions for what to wear 
based on his style profile and likes.
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Resources:
Ultimate Guide to Men’s Dress Shoes 
https://www.ties.com/blog/mens-dress-shoe-guide 

How Men Should Dres for Their body Type 
https://theidleman.com/blogs/news/how-men-should-dress-for-their-body-shape 

Dress for Body Type 
https://www.thedarkknot.com/blogs/suitupdressup/how-to-dress-for-your-body-type-a-mans-g
uide 

Real Men Real Style Dress for Body Type 
https://www.realmenrealstyle.com/dress-for-body-type/

Google will be your BEST friend here - if you have a specific question, GOOGLE it. Do your 
own research to find celebrity examples of particular body types.
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